Abstract-With the rapidly increasing popularity of economic activities, a large amount of economic data is being collected. Although such data offers super opportunities for economic analysis, its low-quality, high-dimensionality and huge-volume pose great challenges on efficient analysis of economic big data. The existing methods have primarily analyzed economic data from the perspective of econometrics, which involves limited indicators and demands prior knowledge of economists. When embracing large varieties of economic factors, these methods tend to yield unsatisfactory performance. To address the challenges, this paper presents a new framework for efficient analysis of high-dimensional economic big data based on innovative distributed feature selection. Specifically, the framework combines the methods of economic feature selection and econometric model construction to reveal the hidden patterns for economic development. The functionality rests on three pillars: (i) novel data pre-processing techniques to prepare high-quality economic data, (ii) an innovative distributed feature identification solution to locate important and representative economic indicators from multidimensional data sets, and (iii) new econometric models to capture the hidden patterns for economic development. The experimental results on the economic data collected in Dalian, China, demonstrate that our proposed framework and methods have superior performance in analyzing enormous economic data.
IG data, as a term often defined around four V's: Volume, Velocity, Variety, and Veracity has attracted many interests in solving social and economic problems, with anticipation of efficient organizations and decision-making [1] . For example, the World Economic Forum claimed that big data had significant and would provide new opportunities for international development in 2012 [2] . The White House also published the white paper in May 2014, stating that big data offered a marvelous opportunity for the economy, people's health and education, national security, and energy efficiency of the United States [3] . However, only having massive data is inadequate, because our interests are focused on the valuable information, that is usually characterized by 'Value' instead of the four V's, buried in the mass [37] . Therefore, to support social and economic development, the key is to capture valuable information, meanings, and insights hidden in big data.
With the increasing popularity of economic activities, a large number of factors and records are involved in economic development. At present, the volume of data in many financial institutions is more than 100 TB in China. Meanwhile, an average of about 820 GB data is produced continuously for 1 million dollars in revenue for a bank. In addition, the electronic commerce and other economic activities also produce enormous data for economic analysis constantly. For example, in double eleven shopping festival of Alibaba 2014, there were a total of 240 million Internet users visiting Taobao, making the trading volume peak at 2.85 million in one minute. The total turnover reached at 57.1 billion yuan, resulting in 278.5 million package deliveries. While all of these provide sufficient information for economic analysis, the issues of dimension and volume overload pose great challenges: (1) The collected huge volume data usually contains incomplete, incorrect and nonstandard items, which are difficult for processing. ( 2) The highdimensionality of economic indicators makes manual factors selection for economic model construction impossible. (3) Statistical analysis software (e.g., Statistical Product and Service Solutions, SPSS) often generates runtime errors when dealing with the high-dimensionality and huge-volume economic data. Hence, it is necessary to provide an efficient way to extract the useful features contained in the massive data. Then the extracted features can be used to identify valuable information through economic models analysis. Such valuable information extraction process calls for novel economic big data analysis frameworks and advanced mining techniques.
Unfortunately, there are few intelligent schemas that can be used to gain actionable knowledge and valuable insights from the large amount of economic data. For economic development, most of the existing methods are involved with econometric analysis [4] , [5] , [6] , including basic element method, cost saving method, elements and internal associations method, and retarded economy method. They exploit econometric models, such as cointegration model [7] , regression model [8] , semi-parametric model [9] , hypothesis model [10] and hybrid model, to quantitatively analyze the relations between response indicators and economic development. Thus the effects of them on economic development can be obtained. However, most existing methods identify the response factors related to economic development based on past experience and directly embody them into production function to build the correlations with economic growth, overlooking the indirect effects caused by other factors related to them. Besides, the existing methods rely too much on the knowledge of economists and embrace limited indicators and records for analysis, without fully considering the intrinsic characteristics of high-dimensional economic data. Therefore, they cannot effectively reveal the impacts of response indictors on economic development.
To address these challenges, we explore the hidden relations between economy and its response indicators from a new angle and extract the meaningful knowledge from economic big data in order to derive right insights and conclusions based on an innovative distributed feature selection framework that integrates advanced feature selection techniques and econometric methods. First, in order to reduce the noise yet promote the data quality, we propose to use usability preprocessing, relative annual price computation, growth rate computation and normalization techniques to clean and transform the collected economic big data. Then, to distill the features related to economic development from high-dimensional economic data, distributed feature selection methods are proposed to quickly partition the importance of given economic indicators. After that, the relations between response indicators and economic growth can be established by conducting correlative and collaborative analysis. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
We present a novel framework combining distributed feature selection methods and econometric models for efficient economic analysis, which can reveal the valuable insights from the low-quality, highdimensionality, and huge-volume economic big data. We develop a subtractive clustering (SC) based feature selection algorithm and an attribute coordination based clustering algorithm to select and identify the important features of data in horizontally and vertically. Also, we extend these two methods to distributed platform for economic big data analysis. We conduct correlative and collaborative analysis simultaneously to explore the direct and indirect relations between economy and its response indicators based on the identified economic features. We evaluate the proposed framework and algorithms on the economic development data in Dalian, a fast developing city in China, over the past 30 years.
Extensive experiments and analysis demonstrate that the designed framework and algorithms can distill the hidden patterns of economic development efficiently and the achieved results accord with the actual development situation in Dalian city. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on feature selection and econometric analysis methods. Section 3 formulates the problem to be addressed and introduces our proposed framework for economic big data analysis. The subtractive clustering based feature selection method and attribute coordination based clustering method, as well as their parallel methods are described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the processes of constructing economic models and demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed methods through a case study. Section 6 concludes the paper and directs future work.
RELATED WORK
This section reviews related works on feature selection and econometric methods.
The Feature Selection Methods
Feature selection aims to process multidimensional data by detecting the relevant features and discarding the irrelevant ones. Effective feature selection can lead to reduction of measurement costs yet generate a better understanding of the original domain [11] , [12] , [30] , [31] , [33] . With respect to different selection strategies, feature selection algorithms can be categorized into four groups, namely the filter, wrapper, embedded, and hybrid methods.
The filter methods present the feature selection process independent of any classifier and evaluate the relevance of a feature by studying the characteristics of training data using certain statistical criteria. The correlation-based feature selection [13] , consistency-based filter [14] , information gain [15] , relief [16] , fisher score [17] , and minimum redundancy maximum relevance [18] are the most representative filter techniques.
The wrapper methods integrate a classifier, such as SVM [21] , KNN [25] , and LDA [12] , to select a set of features that have the most discriminative power. Representative wrapper feature selection methods include: wrapperC4.5 [19] , wrapperSVM, FSSEM [20] , and ' 1 SVM [21] . Other examples of the wrapper method could be any combination of a preferred search strategy and given classifiers.
The embedded methods perform feature selection in the process of training and achieve model fitting to a given learning mechanism simultaneously. For example, SVM-RFE [22] trains the current features of the given data set by a SVM classifier and removes the least important features indicated by the SVM iteratively to achieve feature selection. Other embedded methods include FS-P [23] , BlogReg and SBMLR [24] .
In summary, the filter methods, independent of any classifier, have lower computational complexity than wrapper methods yet with favorable generalization ability. Unlike filters, the wrapper methods are superior to filters in terms of classification accuracy, whereas they take more time due to the cost of expensive computation. The embedded methods, with lower computational cost than wrappers, are also integrated with classifiers, leading the risk of over-fitting. Due to the shortcomings in each method, the hybrid methods [26] , [27] , [29] are proposed to bridge the gaps between them. However, the existing feature selection methods are incapable of being adapted to economic analysis. Since they analyze the data through its inherent knowledge characteristics, they cannot identify the feature cointegration and intrinsic association between economic indicators. Besides, the low-quality and huge-volume characteristics of economic big data present great challenges when the existing feature selection methods are directly applied to process inductive analysis.
The Econometric Methods
Econometric analysis, based on economic theory and data, uses mathematical and statistical methods to study the quantitative relations and rules of economy [4] , [5] . The existing econometric studies on economic development and its response factors address the following aspects:
First, basic elements are applied to describe the mechanism of economic growth. The economic growth can be promoted by increasing consumption and investment, as well as affecting related decisive factors. When approaching economic analysis, the contributing factors are selected to identify the relations between them and economic development. Second, from the perspective of cost saving, urbanization can bring more workforces into city, which reduces the economic costs and boosts facilities sharing to cut down transaction costs. Meanwhile, through the agglomeration and diffusion effects, the economic growth can be accelerated. Third, elements and internal associations are involved to comprehensively explain the correlations between economy and its decisive factors. For example, Brant integrates two aggregate production function models, one with urbanization as a shift factor and the other that combines energy consumption and physical capital, to estimate the internal relevance among urbanization, energy consumption, and economic growth [6] . In addition, some researchers pose retarded economy theory to argue the restraining factors for economic development.
Moreover, there are an army of quantitative studies concentrating on this thesis [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , and [10] , such as cointegration analysis, regression analysis, semi parametric methods, hypothesis methods and hybrid methods. Sajal et al. approach threshold cointegration method to examine the cointegrating relationship between energy consumption, urbanization and economic activity for India [7] . In [8] , the authors use a regression model, that allows the relationship between finance and economic growth to be piecewise linear, based on the concept of threshold effects to reveal the effects of finance on economic growth. By approaching data on developing economies, the semi-parametric method can estimate the potentially nonlinear effects of inflation on economic growth [9] . Moreover, in [10] , the hypothesis is established that variation in migratory distance has a longlasting effect on genetic diversity and the pattern of economic development. Based on this, the effects of genetic diversity on economic development can be obtained by approaching regression analysis.
Although all the methods mentioned above can shed light on the patterns of economic development, they rely too much on the past experience and the knowledge of economists. Besides, they involve limited indicators and records for analysis, which will yield unsatisfactory results when approaching high-dimensional economic data.
DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIC BIG DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we define the problem of statement of economic big data analysis, and then present a framework based on distributed feature selection.
Problem Statement
The increasing economy related activities provide a wide range of indicators and records for economic analysis. Facing such large amount of data, how to detect useful information from it has drawn extensive attention in academia and industry. Traditional econometric methods cannot embrace the high-dimensionality data since they only involve limited economic factors for model construction based on past experiences. For example, some economists analyze economic development from the perspective of industrial structure. They select three indicators, namely the added value of primary industry, secondary industry and tertiary industry, to establish the production function for predicting GDP growth. Obviously, the obtained result is not persuasive because many other indicators also have impact on the economy. Besides, the existing statistical analysis software (e.g., SPSS) would generate runtime errors when dealing with the high-dimensionality and huge-volume economic data. While some methods are able to process the massive data, their computation costs are expensive [26] , [27] , [28] . Therefore, we aim to provide an efficient way to bridge the gap between data analysis methods and economic big data in real word. Specifically, it consists of two major tasks. we aim to conduct correlative analysis between the representative feature and other related ones to generate relational model. By combining all the models based on collaborative analysis, we can establish the economic prediction model. Economic big data analysis is important and challenging in many ways. In the next section, we present a novel framework by combing distributed feature selection and econometric analysis to achieve the task of predicting economic development.
The Framework of Economic Big Data Analysis
Our proposed framework consists of three phases, 1) Economic Data Preprocess 2) Economic Feature Selection, and 3) Economic Model Construction, as shown in Fig. 1 . Specially, to speed up the process of data analysis, the Economic Data Preprocess and Economic Feature Selection are deployed in distributed platform [36] .
Economic Data Preprocess
The raw data always contains the most important information. However, it is difficult to mine useful information from the mass as it is mixing with incomplete, incorrect and nonstandard items. Thus the methods that can improve the data quality should be developed for economic big data analysis. We propose to exploit the methods of noise elimination [28] and missing value imputation [32] to enhance the data usability. For the influence of inflation or deflation, the currency prices corresponding to economic indicators in different years cannot be measured directly. In this paper, we project the economic data to the same domain with baseline data in 2012 based on corresponding price indexes, so that the data in different year can be processed fairly. As a rule of thumb, the growth rate of economic indicators can better reflect economic development than their raw forms. Hence, we compute the relative growth rates of a year to its previous year for all numerical indicators. Moreover, to avoid the influence of absolute values on the analytic results, the min-max normalization technique for all numerical attributes is approached to unify all attribute values to the same metric space.
Economic Feature Selection
The preprocessed data obtained from the first phase is unsuitable for econometric analysis due to its highdimensionality. Therefore, it is essential to select the representative economic indicators and their related important ones for econometric model construction. To tackle this problem, we propose a two-stage distributed subtractive clustering based feature selection method. First, the important attributes that are more relevant to economic development are selected by the horizontal distributed subtractive clustering. Second, by approaching the improved attribute coordination based distributed subtractive clustering on the selected attributes vertically, we can gain the representative attributes.
Economic Model Construction
With the combination of the selected indicators, we can construct the economic prediction models. However, a weakness of most traditional econometric methods for constructing models is that they take no consideration of the indirect relations between response indicators and economic factors. For example, many existing methods combine the representative factors with urbanization to establish the relational models between urbanization and economic development [6] , [7] . Obviously, they ignore the indirect effects of urbanization on the important factors that are related to the representative ones. Hence, we integrate correlative and collaborative analysis simultaneously in this work to construct novel economic models.
In sum, our proposed framework outperforms the existing econometric methods for economic big data analysis. The economic big data usually has the characteristics of lowquality, high-dimensionality and huge-volume, which pose great challenges to existing econometric methods. To tackle these problems, we propose a three-layer model to embrace all related data for efficient economic analysis. First, the lowquality and huge-volume economic data is cleaned to improve the data usability and transformed to consist with economic rules. After that, the attributes that can represent the high-dimensionality and huge-volume economic data are selected by the distributed feature selection method, which can fully consider the relationships among attributes yet reduce the influences of past experience in indicator selection for economic analysis. Finally, the correlative and collaborative analysis are approached to distill the direct and indirect corrections among the selected indicators, thus to construct the distinctive economic models.
A DISTRIBUTED FEATURE SELECTION MODEL
This paper aims to reduce the potentially huge set of candidate attributes produced by the preprocess layer to a small set of possible attributes, which are diverse and similar to the attributes in the original data set. However, there is no universal method for all problem settings, so we design a novel, systematic attribute selection approach for economic analysis. Our objectives of such an ideal approach are two-fold: (i) the parallel subtractive clustering is generalized to select important attributes, and (ii) the attribute coordination based parallel clustering is designed to identify representative ones. Thus, we can make full use of the representative factors and their related important factors to mine the direct and indirect effects on economic development.
Important Attribute Selection
For economic analysis, some records may be related to other records and some indicators can be represented by the combination of other indicators. Therefore, by approaching correlation analysis on economic data, the important and representative records and indicators can be identified. Subtractive clustering [34] , a density-based clustering algorithm, is a favorable method to investigate the correlations between data samples. It assumes that each data point is a potential cluster center and calculates a measure of the likelihood based on the density of surrounding data points. In this way, it can construct the relationships among all the data points. When decomposing the relationships to a same attribute, the contribution of the attribute to preserve the relationships can be achieved. According to this idea, we use SC to identify the important indicators for economic analysis.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the economic data contains decades of records, with a range of indicators, sorted by year. For each record, its density value contributed by other records can be calculated as follows:
Herein, the data set fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . :; x n g is denoted as matrix X 2 < nÂm with n records and m economic factors, and r Ã is a positive constant representing a normalized radius defining the neighborhood. According to Eq. (1), a high density value corresponds to a data point with many neighborhood data points. Hence, the point with the highest density is selected as the first cluster center. In other words, the annual data record of the most representative for economic development is found. Then, in order to avoid the points near the first cluster center being selected as other centers of clusters, an amount of density proportional is subtracted from each point to its distance from the first cluster center. After the reduction, the data point with the highest remaining density is selected as the second cluster center and the density of each data point is further reduced according to its distance to the second cluster center. Generally, after the kth cluster center x c k is obtained with density D c k , the density of each data point is updated by
The processes of finding new cluster centers and reducing the density for each data point iterate until the remaining densities of all data points are bounded by some fraction of the density D c 1 of the first cluster center. The stopping criterion usually adopted is Dc k = D c 1 < ". Until now, all the typical annual data records for economic development are selected for the past decades. They can provide references for further development of economy.
Fortunately, we find that the density measure implies the relations between the features and the clusters. For example, in Eq. (2) the density value D i is affected by the sample feature values A a (see Fig. 2 ). So we define the contribution of attribute a to sample i as
which means how much information there is to cluster the ith sample with the ath feature. According to Eq. (3),
has the following four forms, in which part of the records are selected to calculate the feature contribution, as shown in Fig. 3 :
(ii) when i ¼ p; j 6 ¼ p,
(iii) when i 6 ¼ p; j ¼ p, (
of the ath attribute to select the kth representative economic record can be defined as
Iði; aÞ k :
The attributes with the higher-ranking value contain more information of clusters than others, namely they have powerful impacts on typical economic phenomena analysis.
The detailed algorithm to select the important attributes from a data set is summarized in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, the neighborhood radius is initialized in Step 1. Then the representative economic records named as cluster centers are selected from Steps 2 to 10. Steps 11 to 16 calculate the importance of attributes for preserving the correlations among records in clustering.
Algorithm 1. Important Attribute Selection
Input: Data matrix X 2 < nÂm , and parameter ", s. Output: Important attributes and cluster centers for X.
1: Initialize the neighborhood radius for each point x i 2 X, i ¼ 1 . . . n À k, except the chosen centers do 8:
Update the density D i as Eq. (2); 9: end for 10:
The new center with the highest density D c k is selected. Set k ¼ k þ 1; 11: for attribute a 2 A, A is the attribute set of X do 12:
for each data point x i 2 X, i ¼ 1 . . . n do 13:
Calculate the effect of attribute a to sample i in clustering as Eq. (3); 14:
end for 15:
Sum the effects of attribute a to all samples in clustering as Eq. (7); // The importance of the ath attribute to select the kth representative record is obtained. 16: end for 17: end while 18: The attributes with I ¼ P k j¼2 IðaÞ j =ðk À 1Þ > s are selected; // I is the importance of the ath attribute for clustering.
Distributed Important Attribute Selection
It can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that the main procedure of important attribute selection is to calculate the distances between samples. For a large volume of data, computing the distance matrix G itself becomes comparatively expensive. Hence, we investigate a strategy to reduce this cost via optimization, in particular via the MapReduce parallelization.
In the parallelization of calculating distance matrix G, the idea of matrix multiplication is adopted. Two copies of the original data set are generated at first, naming as Y , and Z. For each record in Y , the distances between it and the records in Z need to be calculated respectively. Obviously, the records in Y (or Z) are independent of each other, thus Y; Z can be divided into equal blocks by row. Then the data blocks are sent to different data processing nodes in the distributed system. By decomposing, mapping, reducing and integrating operations, the distance matrix G is achieved. The detailed algorithm to parallel this process is summarized in Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 2, the diagonal elements of distance matrix G are set to be '0' in Step 1. Steps 3 to 8 generate the distance items for calculating distances between different data points. After that, the distance items are matched and sorted to calculate the corresponding distances (see Steps 9 to 14). For Algorithm 2, the complexity of computing the distances between samples is cut from Oðmn 2 Þ to Oðmn 2 =qÞ þ MðqÞ, where q and MðqÞ are the number of computing nodes and the additional overhead of the distributed system. Considering the distance matrix G, the distances between sample points are no longer computed in the processes of the important attribute selection algorithm. More importantly, by partitioning the matrix G and the initial dataset X appropriately, we can achieve the parallelization of Algorithm 1 based on MapReduce.
Algorithm 2. Parallelization of Distance Matrix Calculation
Input: Two copies of dataset X 2 < nÂm , named as Y; Z. Output: Distance Matrix G 2 < nÂn . 1: The diagonal elements of G are set to be '0'; //G is symmetric, and its upper triangular matrix is calculated. ½ ÀZ j; a ½ Þ 2 ; 13: end for 14: Sum the dist a for all 'a'. We can get the distance G ij between records i and j; 15: Function Reduce outputs the key-value pairs < i;j ð Þ; G ij > ; 16: The Distance Matrix G containing n Â n items is achieved;
Representative Attribute Identification
Traditional subtractive clustering approaches the Euclidean distance to partition sample data points, which takes no consideration of the relevance and dependency among them. For some economic indicators, there are cointegration relations among them. Thus, a method which makes better use of the indicators' relations is necessary for representative attributes identification. In this section, we propose to utilize an improved subtractive clustering algorithm to classify the attributes. By combining the attribute coordination with SC, it can identify the representative attributes.
Assuming that a ¼ fa 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n g T , b ¼ fb 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b n g T are two attributes:
Definition 1 (Attribute Summation). The attribute summation between them is defined as
Definition 2 (Attribute Product). The attribute product between them is defined as attr proða; bÞ ¼ jjabjj
Definition 3 (Attribute Coordination). Given the attribute summation and attribute product, the attribute coordination between a and b is define as attr cooða; bÞ ¼ attr sumða; bÞ attr proða; bÞ
In order to make attribute coordination well suited for subtractive clustering, it requires the following properties.
Properties of Attribute Coordination.
Property 1. Attribute coordination is not less than zero.
Property 2. The smaller the attribute coordination value is, the better coordination two attributes get, namely the more correlative they are.
Property 3. The attribute coordination between one attribute and itself is zero.
Algorithm 3. Representative Attribute Identification
Input: Attribute set AS ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; . . . ; A m g, parameter ". Output: Representative attributes. 1: Set the records of attributes as sample data, and initialize the neighborhood radius
Calculate the density as Eq. (11) By combining the attribute coordination with subtractive clustering, the Eqs. (2) and (3) can be written as
Until now, we can cluster the important attributes and identify the representative attributes more persuasively. Algorithm 3 presents the processes in details. In Algorithm 3, the neighborhood radius is initialized in Step 1. Then the representative economic attributes are identified by the attribute coordination based subtractive clustering (see Steps 2 to 11).
Distributed Representative Attribute Identification
Similar to Algorithm 1, the major procedure of Algorithm 3 is to calculate the coordination between attributes. We define an attribute coordination matrix to optimize it.
Algorithm 4. Parallelization of Coordination Matrix Calculation
Input: A; B are two copies of AS ¼ X T 2 < mÂn . Output: Attribute Coordination Matrix ADB 2 < mÂm . 1: The diagonal elements of ADB are all set to be '0'; //The upper triangular matrix of ADB is calculated. 
½ Þ 2 ; 13: end for 14: We can get ADB ij ¼ sum 1 = sum 2 , the coordination between attributes i and j; 15: Function Reduce outputs the key-value pairs < i;j ð Þ; ADB ij >, and ADB is obtained.
Definition 4 (Attribute Coordination Matrix).
Given matrixes A and B have n records and m attributes, ADB 2 < mÂm can be defined as an attribute coordination matrix
ðADBÞ ij , the item of row i and column j in the matrix, is the coordination between attributes i and j.
Further, the attribute set is decomposed and the parallel model-MapReduce is applied to speed up solving coordination matrix. More details are in Algorithm 4.
In Algorithm 4, the diagonal elements of attribute coordination matrix ADB are set to be '0' in Step 1. Steps 3 to 8 generate the attribute coordination items for calculating attribute coordinations between different attributes. After that, the coordination items are matched and sorted to calculate the corresponding attribute coordinations (see Steps 9 to 14). It can be seen from Algorithm 4 that the time complexity of solving the attribute coordination matrix is also cut from Oðnm 2 Þ to Oðnm 2 =qÞ þ MðqÞ. Here, q is the number of computing nodes and MðqÞ is the additional overhead of distributed systems.
According to the attribute coordination matrix ADB, the coordination distances between attribute samples are no longer calculated in Algorithm 3. Moreover, by partitioning ADB and the attribute set, the parallelization of Algorithm 3 based on the MapReduce can be realized. In addition, when grouping attribute set with enormous records, the gained coordination matrix can make the execution time reduced considerably without computing every record's items repeatedly.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A REAL-WORD CASE STUDY
The aim of this paper is to establish the analytical models for economic development so that the hidden patterns of economy and the correlations between economy and its response indicators can be captured. In this section, we describe the construction of economic models in details based on the important and representative attributes identified by the proposed feature selection method at first. Then the relationships between economic growth and its response indicators are discussed. To present some concreteness to our discussion, the economic data in Dalian, China, is exploited to construct the model of factor analysis of economic growth. After that, the correlation between urbanization and economic growth is obtained based on the constructed economic models.
Selection of Representative Attributes
The focus of model construction in this case study is to reveal the contribution of decisive factors to economic growth and the hidden relationship between urbanization and economic growth from enormous economic data. So 52 economic indicators of more than 300 towns and streets over the past 30 years are collected in Dalian. For meaningful information is often buried in the mass, we extract the indicators that actually make sense to establish correlative models. After eliminating redundancy and abnormity, 32 factors are selected for important attributes analysis. Fig. 4 shows the importance of these attributes, which are obtained by the algorithms in Section 4. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the indicators "Built-up Area" and "Science and Technology Input" own the highest and lowest importance respectively. The "Built-up Area" reflects the functions of urbanization for economic growth in Dalian. Over the past decade, urbanization has been steadily advanced with a large percentage of land converted to built-up area in Dalian. It promotes the economic growth through increasing consumption and investment, as well as affecting the related decisive factors. The "Science and Technology Input" has had less impact than other factors on the economic growth in the past few years in Dalian, which means that the capacity for innovation is not enough. It is in line with the actual situation. So the investment in science and technology should be increased to promote the innovation of economic growth. Fig. 4 reveals that different economic attributes have different contributions to economic development, which can provide some references for economists in construction of economic models, and thus to reduce the task of manual analysis. In this section, the important attributes whose attribute weights are not less than s ¼ 6 are selected for analysis. Afterwards, the proposed algorithms in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are approached to extract the representative ones (see Table 1 ) for models construction. Table 1 shows that 10 representative attributes are extracted and all the important attributes are partitioned into four groups corresponding to different economic research perspectives.
Construction of Economic Models
We conduct the collaborative theory [35] to analyze the contributions of economic growth factors based on the selected indicators in this section. Collaborative theory proposes the method of income value decomposition to research on economic growth. It holds the view that the output value of the economic system includes not only the labor remuneration of the employees and the capital gain of the investors, but also the collaborative interests of them. Its form depends on the interaction of "Labor Force", "Fixed Capital", "Science and Technology", "Human Capital", "Institutional Factors" and "Environment Externality".
In view of this thought, the economic growth model can be designed as
where "Collaborative Interests" promotes the mutual support, mutual benefit and common prosperity of laborers, investors and other stakeholders. "Collaborative Interests", called "item three", is independent of "Labor Remuneration" and "Capital Gain" and is usually regarded as the sources to improve innovation ability. Coincidentally, the selected important indicators, the identified representative indicators and their corresponding economic research perspectives are in accord with collaborative theory for economic analysis (see Table 1 ). Notably, the importance of "Science and Technology Input" reflects that the capacity for innovation is not enough in Dalian, but we also want to verify how it affects the economic growth. Therefore, when combined with the extracted attributes in Section 5.1 and the innovation indicator, Eq. (14) can be written in quantitative form:
where
Labor Remuneration", bK is "Capital Gain", cSD=K is "Collaborative Interests" and u is the item "Others". Y; L; K; D; S; H stand for "GDP", "Quantity of labor force", "Fixed capital stock", "Fixed-asset investment", "Innovation input" and "Human capital" respectively. Parameters a; b; g; d; a; b; c are decided by item "Others", usually institutions and external environments.
Based on Eq. (15), we can deduce the following economic growth rate decomposition model The representative attributes are extracted from the selected important ones based on our proposed methods. Meanwhile, all the important attributes are partitioned into four groups corresponding to different economic research perspectives.
in which y, k, d, s, h, and l are the rates of change of Y , K, D, S, H, and L respectively. i is the effect of institutional innovation on economic growth, and e is the effect of environment externality on economic growth. As a result, the contribution of each factor to economic growth can be gained based on Eq. (16)
and h E stand for the contributions of "Fixed capital stock", "Fixed-asset investment", "Innovation input", "Human capital", "Quantity of labor force", "Institutional innovation" and "Environment externality" to economic growth respectively.
Through regression analysis and data envelopment analysis based on the preprocessed data in Dalian, the contributions of driving factors (see Table 2 ) to economic growth and the model (see Eq. (24)) for economic development are obtained.
As can be seen in Table 2 , the contribution rate of "Fixed capital", including "Fixed capital stock" and "Fixed-asset investment", is over 50 percent, which indicates that the economic growth mainly depends on investment in Dalian. As for "Innovation input", also called "Science and Technology input", its contribution rate to economic growth is about 30 percent. To accelerate economic growth, the science and technology input should be further increased. It can also been seen from Table 2 that the "Institutional innovation" has neither hindered nor pulled economic growth over the period 2009-2013. Besides, the investment environment is favorable in Dalian, with its contribution rate negative. Hence, it is important to take full advantage of the existing investment environment and strengthen the institutional innovation to promote the economic development in Dalian. 
In Section 5.3, the obtained economic growth model as shown in Eq. (24), will be used to establish the correlation between economy and urbanization.
Correlation Analysis between Urbanization and Economic Development
As described in Section 5.1, urbanization has great effect on the economic development in Dalian. In this section, we study the correlation between urbanization and economic development. Based on the relevance analysis between urbanization and the constituent factors of the collaborative economic model in Section 5.2, we can establish the relationship between economic growth and urbanization. As shown in Eq. (24), "Quantity of labor force", "Fixed capital stock", "Fixed-asset investment", "Innovation input" and "Human capital" are the representative factors to determine the economic growth in Dalian. Hence, the correlative models (see Eqs. (25), (26), (27) , and (28)) between urbanization and them can be established through regression analysis
Herein, U is denoted as the urbanization rate, which is the ratio of the urban resident population to the total population. P is the total resident population and V is the sum of the foreign capital utilization, domestic capital introduction, and loan balance of financial institutions.
When combining Eqs. (25) , (26), (27) , and (28) with Eq. (24) and calculating the derivative of Y on U, the marginal income of 1 percent urbanization rate improvement on each factor can be gained in Table 3 . Table 3 illustrates that the global urbanization in Dalian makes the major constituent factors of economic development grow steadily in recent years. As observed, the income of "Labor force" increased from 0.747 billion Yuan in 2001 to 2.326 billion in 2013, with urbanization rate being improved by 1 percent. The other factors saw the similar trend as well.
After integrating all equations, we can obtain the correlation between GDP(Y ) and urbanization rate (U) Here, K tÀ1 stands for the fixed capital stock of the previous year. When calculating the derivative of Y on U, the marginal income of urbanization on economic growth can be obtained, namely the pulling effect that raises one unit of urbanization rate on economic growth. Fig. 5 depicts the detailed information.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the contribution of urbanization to GDP has been back to positive territory since the implementation of the global urbanization in 2009, rising from 16 to 29 percent. That is to say, urbanization has become an important factor to stabilize the GDP growth rate in Dalian. For instance, the improvement of urbanization rate had made the GDP growth rate increase 2.6 percent in 2013, as shown by the circle-dotted line.
Moreover, we discuss the impact of urbanization on economic development from the perspective of industrial structure in Dalian. Fig. 6 shows the pulling effects of urbanization on different industries in Dalian. In general, the urbanization makes the proportions of the second and third industry added value accounted for GDP increase continuously. Specially, the pulling effects of urbanization on the two industries climbed dramatically between 2005 and 2013. In contrast, the urbanization has negative impact on the first industry, with the proportion of the first industry added value in the total GDP added value decreasing gradually.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel feature selection based framework, aiming at effective and efficient analyzing the economic big data. In particular, it tries to learn the important features from the high-dimensionality, hugevolume, and low-quality economic data for economic model construction. First, in order to reduce the noise yet promote the data quality, the usability preprocessing, relative annual price computation, growth rate computation and normalization techniques are approached to clean and transform the collected economic big data. After that, a distributed subtractive clustering algorithm and its improved algorithm are proposed to construct a two-layer feature selection model, which selects the important features and identifies the representative ones of economic big data in horizontally and vertically. With the representative economic factors extracted by the feature selection model, we construct the collaborative model for driving factors analysis of economic development. Based on the collaborative model, collaborative analysis and correlative analysis are integrated to explore the direct and indirect relationships between response indicators and economy. The proposed framework and algorithms are evaluated on the economic development data in Dalian over the past 30 years. All experimental results demonstrate that our work not only accords with the actual development situation in Dalian, but also distills the hidden relations between economy and urbanization efficiently.
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